ON DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY AND HOMOGENEOUS SPACES. II BY BERTRAM KOSTANT DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Communicated by S. Lefschetz, February 9, 1956 We retain the notation of the preceding paper.' We will say that g is effective relative to ? if f contains no ideal of A. This is equivalent to 7r being a faithful representation of q or to a being a faithful representation of f on p for any decomposition g = f + P., as for example g = f + p. Since our concern is with G/K, we will tacitly assume that this is the case. Now it follows from the proof of Lemma 1 that a necessary and sufficient condition that p be natural is that there exists a positive-definite (p.d.) bilinear form B on p which satisfies the following: (1) invariance under au, u e K; (2) P adX P is skew-symmetric for all X e g. Given p such that only f n p = 0, g = f + P, [f, P] c p, we will call a p.d. bilinear form B on p which satisfies only condition 2 strictly invariant (s.i.). Even though K may not be connected, the following theorem will imply that both p and B are invariant under au for any u e K, so that P is natural; hence the notion of naturalness is a purely Lie (D g(p) , and since g(p) = f, + p, where tj = f n g(p), it is clear that this question has only to do with g(p).
The following theorem is our main tool in obtaining the results to follow. THEOREM 4. Let g = f + p, f n p = 0, [E, p] 
Employing the s.i. of B on p and Jacobi again, we get B(
, and hence R is symmetric. Now for any X e i, ad o-X is an operator in A2p. We assert that R commutes with ad aX for all Xe f. Indeed, for X e F. WY Z e p, R ad uX(
. Hence R commutes with ad aX for all X e F. Now f1 = g(p) n f. It follows immediately that the range of R is exactly of1. But, since R is symmetric, R must be nonsingular on ofi. Let R' equal R-1 on afl, and let it equal zero on the orthocomplement of afl. Clearly Rt', too, must commute with all ad uX, X e f, and RR' = R'R is the orthogonal projection v2p atl.
We now define B* by letting (1) B* = B on p, (2) B*(t1, p) = B*(p, f1) = 0, and COROLLARY 4. Let g = f + p be natural. Let n be the set of elements X e g such that (1) X commutes with ,(p) and (2) PX E I n u. Then n is an ideal in g complementary to §(p), so that a = iDg (p).
Furthermore, the mapping X -PX is an isomorphism of i into I n u. Moreover, the mapping X -> (1 -P)X is an isomorphism of n into t, and if fo = (1 -P)n, then I = fo E ri.
Note: If, conversely, given g § = f1 + p (p natural and pervasive) and also given a Lie algebra n and an isomorphism r: n --I n u cl gi, then, defining to q n (D o = g by to I{X + rXIX e nI and letting f = to + t1 (= fo @ f1), one has the result that g = f + p is a nonpervasive natural decomposition, and, of course, by Corollary 4 the most general one can be so constructed.
Among all the natural complements, one may now characterize those which are pervasive by COROLLARY 5. Let a = f + p, f n p = 0, [t, p] As a second corollary, we generalize a well-known theorem on compact semisimple group spaces with the (0) connection. COROLLARY 6. Let a = f + p, where p is natural and pervasive. Let M = G/K be given the corresponding canonical affine connection (it is Riemannian, and we may assume that M is given a metric inducing it). Let ga* be the Lie algebra of all infinitesimal motions on M.
Then the centralizer c* of ir(g) in g* may be written c* = 7r(c) 3 it, where (1) c is the center of Q, (2) n n 7r(g) = 0, and (3) n is isomorphic tot An u . p (u = [g, g] , I = {X e PI[t, X] = 0}) under the mapping r(X*) = -X* 1 e p for X * e n.
Reducibility: Let M = G/K be as in Corollary 6 above. Let p1 c p be a subspace invariant under TO (the holonomy algebra). Let B* be as in Corollary 5, and let p2 be the orthocomplement to pi. Thus p = Pi + P2, and P2 is invariant (2) g = f + pi is a natural (pervasive) decomposition of gi; and (3) g =1 3 g2
* mandf = f1 ()f2 E ... e fm where fj = g, n t. Finally, if c is the center of g, then p n c is the space offixed vectors for i0. 42, 1956 
